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Abstract: Corresponding to the expressway network improvement, freight centers for inter-
regional truck transportation have been spatially rearranged, to the vicinities offocaljunctions
of expressway network. Such change is very critical for rearranged planning of municipalities
directly to srongly depending on freight delivery industries. However, freight center location
does not change continuously ev.en transportation improvement are gradual, or trucks do not
always use expressway in order to cut transportation time as much as they can. Such phenom-
ena might be caused by cycles of delivery per day, which alters the cost function of delivery
from linear function for transportation time, to stepwise function jumping up around 2, 4 and 8
hours.
This paper aims to analyze the effect of inter-urban expressway network improvement on
freight center location pattern from the regional planning. We formulate this problem as a

two level optimal facility location model with stepwise cost function, and apply it to national-
wide freight system. Furthermore, we check the stability of the freight center location against
the change ofthe transportation time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.I Expressway and Freight Center Location

In Japan, road transportation time among major cities has been very much decreased due to
improvements of intei-regional expressway network. For example in Chugoku area, two loca-
tions, Okayama and Hiroshima, had provided the function of frcight center (Tsuchiyama et al.,
1990). Around 1990, two main corridors (Sanyo expressway and Chugoku expressway) from
east to west and Seto-Chuou expressway which includes the SETO-OHASHI, series of large
scale suspended bridges from north to south connecting between Honshu island and Shikoku
island, were facilitated. In 1999, due to the completion of inner-Shikoku network, each prefec-
tures in Chugoku and Shikoku area become directly connected by expressway network (Fig. l).
These improvements contributed for decreasing transportation time among islands, and indi-
rectly, affected the regional freight center location. Several firms shut Hiroshima center and
integrated the function to the center around Okayama.

Concerning to the effect of road network improvement, Forkenbrock, D.J. et al. (1996) dis-
cussed the relation between expressway and business location decision. They conducted a

questionnaire for manufactures and warehouses, in order to ask the ratings among factors of
freight center location. The responses showed that transportation time to customer was the third
important factor, following to quality and cost of labor. Moreover, accessibility to expressway
network itself was listed following to the transportation time to customer, which was also re-
porredbyKieschnick(1981). Eventhefirmslocatingon l0to20milesapartfromexpressway,
were satisfied with the accessibility to expressway. Based on these results, they concluded
that if the region was already matured in the quality of laboq infrastructures other than roads,
accessibility to customer would strongly determine the geographical advantage. According to
the result, we can expect that transportation time to customer should be an important factor in
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locating decision, since the freight center doesn't need too much qualified labor.

Kawabata (1986) classified wholesales into fourtypes according to unit trading size ofgoods
(i.e. lot size) in supply and demand. In his classification, the freight center in type B (large

supply lot and smal[demand lot ; food, clothes, car, oil, medicine, etc..) is mainly expected
to-defiver the goods to customers in the territory. If the goods a-re highly standardized enough
to cut the exphnation about how to use it by face to face interaction, the freight center pu-rely

possesses a function of delivery. Such center prefers to locating in,the center of gravity of the

ierritory because they can reach anywliere in the territory with equally short transportation time.
If unstandardized goods require a face to face explanation, the freight center needs business or
service prolessionals in addition to freight truck drivers, then the center should be located with
conveni-ence both for frequent services and deliveries.

Ishiguro, K. et al.(1998) pointed oui ihat the service function requiring face to face interaction
tendi to be separated from a freight center. They analyzed the difference of specialized indexes
between monetary sales and shipments. According to the prefectural indexes, they presunred
that the major trend in wholesales would be the separation of face to face merchandising and
freight tran.sport. Furthermore, from a longitudinal analysis, they t'ound that the number of
prefictures specialized in shipment was decreasing, and a lot size traded from th^e prefectures

ipecialized in shipment was enlarged. They also pointed out that food wholesale firnts become
larger, or consolidating.

The firm consolidation of wholesales simultaneously causes integration and relocation of frcight
centers. Kawabata (1995) investigated some case studies in the iocatton ol branch office and
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freight centers of wholesales, in order to clarify the influence of telecommunication network-

ine." As driving forces of integration and relocation of centers, he pointed out two kinds of
fo"rces: scale m-erit and globdiTation of tenitory. Scale merit has the affinity with separation

of face to face merchan-dising and freight transport. Once the separation is started, positive

ie"aUact between integratioriof freighicenters and functional separation.begins^to work, be-

cause the functional slecialization as a freight center (i.e. separation) intensifies the scale

merit. Globalization oi teffitory is a direct consequence of consolidation. Consolidation usu-

ally causes abolition of some centers, then reassigns the freight from territory of the abolished

."nters to the other remaining centers . Due to inconvenient location of the remaining centers

for the enlarged territory, theie centers are pulled to.the central. spot of time-distance circle on

the new territory. Impiovement of telecommunication networking is classified as a cause of
globalization, too.

According to these rcsearches and reports, the relation betweenexp^ressway and freight center

location cin be summarized as follows. Functions expected to the freight center (merchandis-

ing or transport) is the most important_factor to-determine the location. Conventionally, the

fuiction of ireight center was cdhbined face to face merchandising service with.freight deliv-
ery. Because tlie combined freight center can't utilize the scale merit achieved by functional
specialization, functional separaiion strategy becomes more efficient and common. As another

ria, to reinforce the scale merit, consolidation is also effective. As a consequence of consoli-
dation, conventional freight centers are relocated to the central spots oftime-distance circle on

the new territory. Improv=ement of expressway network strongly affects the.time-distance circle
around the freilht center, also. Everi if there is no intentional consolidation or integration of
freight center, ihe geographical advantage as freight center is ltr.olgly affected by a network
impiovement, espe-ially in case of drastic transportation time shrinking.

1.2 Purpose of This Study

The summary above is enough to understand the large scale changes in-freight center location.
If expressway improvement is done, which changes the geographical advantage of each area as

freisht centel therefore some areas are enhanced, or the others loose their conventional posi-

tion] Such change in the geographical advantage will accelerate a firm to relocate their freight
centers, which riay resultln d-eteioration of regional economy.-From a regional planning view-
point, understandi"ng the mechanism of change in geographical advantage is very important to

make a regional policy.

Considering the real situation, however, a question still remains why freigtrt center locations do

not continu6usly change by network improvement, or why trucks.do not always. use expressway

in order to cut tianspo-rtation time as much as they can. Conventional explanations are because

of fixed location coit, or because toll of express*ay is expensive comparing with the merit of
transportation time saving.

In addition to above discussion, we can answer to this question more reasonably by considering
delivery cycle per day. Because of working time regulation of truck drivers, round_ driving time

a"t.r*in.i the possi-ble number of deliveiy cycleiper day, thgn the amount of fixed cost per

delivery cycle. bonsequently, the delivering cbst ishot linear function ofround transportation
time, b'ut ihe cost jumps uparound 2,4 and 8 hours. Therefore, if transportation time after
network improvement ititt lits in the same category ts before(e.g. 4.2 hr improves from 6.5hr),

that change gives little significance in freight cost. In that case, the truck drivers keep to use

conventioiaiuntolled road in order to cut the toll of expressway. As an another feasible reason,

accessibility to the upper freight terminal Iocating close to-the {acto-ry or warehouses at major
port, is also an imporiint factor to determine the location of regional freight center.

In order to analyze the change in geographical advantage as a freight center location corfe-

sponding to expressway netiork improvement, we modify facility location model which in-

ciudes n"ot only transportation cost between customers and regional freight center, but the cost

between regioiral freight center and upper freight ter-minal, with stepwise cost function which
jumps up iround 2,4 and 8 hours. i{elocation of freight center usually corresponds to the
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relocation of regional division to minimize the total cost of nationwide delivery system. If
accessibility of a certain -location is improved, it makes a possibility that the previous cover-
ing area is cut and shared by the neighboring centers, or the firm decides to shut down a less
functioned.freight center. In order to cover such possibilities, wider area analysis is required
even though-a interest o-f 1q$f is focused.on the specific region. In this study, we set the iarget
region for Chugoku and Shikoku area. Therefore, we apply the model fol the real nettvork-of
westem half of Japan, which includes Chugoku and Shikoku area in the middle.

2. OPTIMAL FACILITY LOCMION MODEL

2.1 Facility Location Problem

Facility location problem was originally developed in operations research, one of a class known
as Iocation /.allocation problems- (Hansen,P. et al., 1987). Whether the location spots are con-
tinuous or discrete in objective field, the objegtive function is differently formulaied. Usually,
candidates for facility location spot can be limited in discrete spots, because population is
sparsely 

-d9t1e! 
iq the field, affected by geographic obstacles. Facility location problem in

discrete field is often applied in freight planning (i.e. Love, R. F. er a/., 1988), oi transit fla-
cility-planning (i.e. willoughby, K. A. et al.,2a0l). Kashiwadani, M. et al. (2000) evaluated
theeffect ofregional expressway network in Chugoku and shikoku area. Applying p-median
problem including the external fixed facility to actual road network, they calculaied lhb average
cgv_gllg time and used the time as a index of regional accessibility in order to clarify the effeit
of SETO-OHASHI.

Facility locations are usually determined by cost minimization of private companies, but from
pubJic standpoint discussed by Taniguchi, E. et al.(1999), it should fulfill multiple objectives
such as environmental load (co2 emission) minimization, as well as economical efficiency.
Tbey.applied_multi-objective programming to get a optimal size and location set of public
logistics terminals.. Since this paper describes the behavior of private firms in regional-level,
however, we use single objective programming based on cost minimization criterion.

2.2 Model Formulation and Algorithm

We consider a representative freight transport firm who delivers freight from given upper freight
terminal to the customers national-widely distributed using expressway net'work. We assuire
the firm only imports goods and distributes them to the customers. Therefore the freight is
ggn_e.ratq from-tle uppe.r freight termingl at a port. Transportation cost reflects the required
binding.time of the- 1ru9ks and drivers, then jumps up around 2,4, and 8 hours. From irpper
terminal to regioryl freight center, transportation cost is r times cheaper because of largeiiot
size of transport. We call r as concentration ratio between regional center to upper termi-nal by
customer to regional center (0 < r < L, given in calculation). In order to count the accessibility
to the upper terminal, we propose two level location model as following (l) to (5), modifieil
conventional faciiity location model.

(l)

.subject to

YieI
VieI,VjeJ
YjeJ
Vi€I,VjeJ

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

min ZP(x, y) = f I wpil(C;i t rCs) +l f iui
iel jeJ jeJ

D;et tij = L

14(Yi
yj € {0.1}
r,j € t0, i)

yh9r9, I = {1,...,n} : index set for customers, ./ : {1, ..., m} : index set for candidate of
freight ccnter location, K : location of upper freight terminal (liven in calculation), yi : 1
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: locating a freight center in candidate j (otherwise, Ut : 0), ,r, : 1 : customers in spot i
assigned to a freight center in j (otherwise, rit = 0),-1r, : number of customers in i, Cq :

transportation time between i and j, r : freight concentration ratio /j : location cost in J.
By these modification, the objective function (l) is still linear.in y,.and 1;i, consisting of
inieraction cost and location cost, because K and r are given in the calculatiori. yi and rii are

binary numbers as (4) and (5), this problem is binary integer programming problem (lP). (2) is
a condition to cover all i e I. (3) is a consistency between u1 and .r;i, if customer in i can not
be assigned to j without facility (eliminating rij = | when gj : 0).

If binary conditions (4) and (5) are relieved to positive real, we get a linear programming (LP)
and simplex method is applicable to get the optimal solution Zpr, (Carnpbell, 1990). Due to

a strength of constraint for solution space, Zp,o is not less than Zerr, andequal signonly ap-
pears when optimal LP solution is integer. However, simplex method needs a long calculation
iime for the pioblem with many constraints. Actually our model includes m (number of freight
center candidates) x n (number of demand locations) constraints, and the constraints matrix
is sparse Such problem can not be effectively solved even by modem Lf and interior point
method. Anoth6r popular algorithm for IP is branch and bound method, which is an enu-
meration method using lower hound information of objective function. This procedure makes

sub-problems by setting restrictions on some locating candidates j (i.e. At :.L or_yr.:.0 for
somi 71, which is called 'branch', and estimate the lower bound of the branch j. If the lower
bound of the branch j is inferior to another branch that is already estimated, we can terminate
the branch j and move to further branch, which is called'bound'. Therefore, the efficiency_of
branch and-bound critically depends on the accuracy of lower bound and calculation time for
sub-problems. The algorithm for sub-problem is required accuracy and quickness.

Erlenkotter (1978) proposed an effrcient procedure based on branch and bound method. Ac-
cording to duality theolem in LP, the value of dual objective function under a set of feasible

dual s6lution gives a lower bound value of the primal objective function Qd < Z\). lf Zd
is equal to Zi,the feasible dual solution is optimal. The dual objective function for (l) is

formulated as following (6).

maxZd(v\:YunLrJ \v): Lr,

The objective function will be maximized subject to

lou,mat{v;-C;i,01!li VieJ Q)

where, z; ; dual variables
As relationships betwecn optimal primal solutions (yj, c;l) and optimal dual solutions (zi )

under LP solution space, complelnentary slackness ionditions are required as following (8)

and (9).

YiUi -lr1mar{ui - C;i'O}) :0 Vi e J (8)

@i-ri)@adui-C;i,0)) =0 YieI'YjeJ (e)

When a primal objective function is to be minimized, the correspondtg dla! objective function
is to be iraximized. By introducing slack variables (sr'), we can rewrite (8) into ( l0)

(6)

l.r,man{v; - C,;,0} * si: fi Vi € J
i,t si :0 + Aj : l,otherwise,Yj = 0 ( l0)

Eq.(10) means that u; cat be increased until blocked by on9 of /r. Therefore, if we increase
z;'with filling the constraint in eq.(10), we can maximize the duril objective function (6) and
obtain y; by ihecking s7. r;i is obtained by checking the minimum C,i among i with yr : 1'
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then rli : 1 for such i'
Erlenkotter's procedure consists of three stages. First stage is called dual ascent procedure,
we increase ru, in stepwise from the lowest C4 among j for each i until all z; blocked by f,
through eq.(10). Houiever, dual ascent procedire can not always give a set of optimal solution,
because the solution of this procedure depends on the ascending order in ru;. Then secondly, if
Zo + Zd, we can check violations in eq.(9). Decreasing rz; which violates eg.(9), then again rz;

are increased with different ascending order, in order to get better solution. That is called dtutl
adjustment procedure. Thirdly, in case of Zp * Zd after dual aijustment procedure finished,
final stage (branch and bound) is required. In this stage, by chegking violations in eq.(9)
again, we can branch for violating j and evaluate the lower bound ofthe branch, then bound to
another violations. In the third stage, dual ascent / adjustment procedure are reryatedly called
as subroutines in order to estimate a lower bound ofthe branch. Through the application test,
Erlenkotter reported that even tf dual ascent / adjustment procedure can not give a optimal
solution, these procedure yields the good approximation to optimal ( i.e. d = Z" - Zd is
small enough), this procedure can terminate a branch efficiently in most case. We apply this
algorithm for our problem.

3.I Data and Case Setting

We set western half of Japan as study area, in order to include Chugoku and Shikoku area in
the middle. The locating candidates and customer spots are municipal centers that totally count
to 268 (n : rn :268, all of them are shown in Fig.l).

As a number of customers (u.rt) that are served with imported goods, we calculated the aggre-
gated population of towns or villages to the closest municipal center. Because of diff,culty to
get the data, we use density of each municipal centers as a proxy of location cost (/j). f nter-city
transportation time (C,r) is the shortest time path based on expressway, national road and pre-
fectuial road network. Since the target network is inter regional, we can neglect the congestion
(transportation time is flow independent). We calculate it by using GIS function (ARCiINFO),
forthree differcnt time points in 1990, 1995, 2000, conesponding to the historical improvement
of expressway network. In order to consider freight delivery cycle, we modify transportation
time matrix (C,i) as following. For example, when C,i 2 ki I th threshold, it is revised to
C;; * tt. We mdke three thresholds as t1, tz,t3 = 2, 4,8 (hours). In this model, relative weight
ofiransportation cost to location cost determines the result number of centers and mean cover-
age tima. We adiust the weight in the basic case, in order to cover whole area with a maximum
iriround 8 hours". Freight co-ncentration ratio (r) is a ratio of the lot size of upper freight to that
of lower freight traffic. The ratio reflects characteristic of goods which determines the delivery
frequency, freight lot size and inventory cost. However, we can not directly determine the ratio
based onactual data, but the range is expected in 0 < r < 1. In this study, we set three value
(r :0.2,0.5,0.8) in orcier to clarify the effect of the difference.

As an upper freight terminal (K), we set two alternative ports basedon the amount of imported
cargo in i998. Nagoya (K = 6) port is the third major locating on the most eastern side in our
study area, then it can represent the transport flow from the top three ports in I 998, which are

Yok6hama and Chiba locating more east than study area. In reality, Hanshin port (1{ : 72)
is the other major port in the study area. We tested to calculate the case with upper freight
terminal in Hanshin, but the freight center locations in Chugoku and Shikoku area were not
substantially different from the case with Nagoya terminal. That result was because both of
Nagoya and Hanshin port locate in eastern side of the target area. In our study, This case

(uppei terminal : Nagoya, expressway network : 2000) is referred as a base case in this study.

At first, we show thc three cases of the different freight concentration ratio r(the other param-
eters are same as the base case). Secondary, we compare the base case with the freight center

3. APPLICATION
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Table l. Simulation results

tc rnl i nal nctrvork cost function

(oIcriltg Irn]e

printal dtral no. of I l,r I lo r!\( !'

f.c. ratio ob.lccti\c oblcctiYc cclllqlry
uppcr cr Drcsswa]'

Nagrl'a

Nagot a

)l al'nI'a

),lasu]'a

Nagot'a

K il'aky usytt

stepwise

stcPlvisc

stcpwise

sict)wiso

linear
steD \risc

5 r 10.3

3633 3

70 il.6
5725.8
t027.5

5356.8 I I

3622.3 l6
?029.8 t2
569 1.8 t2
1027.1 1 l
5856.5 1l

2000
2000
2000
I 990

2000
2000 J

l?ir 'il 22 0 (Fis2)

180 67 21 0 iFie 3l

I 50 8() 
"t'7 

I (Fi,l. l)

I l(i l{0 l0 Z tl"ir{.i)

155 88 '2r 0 (Fie 8,)

163 80 2l I (Fic.9)

location under 1990's transporr conditions. In order to check the effect of.stcpwise lbr1u-
lation of the cost l'unction. cornparing with the case using linear co.st 

-fun_ction, 
wc calculilte

ifr. ,..riti it cach year's highwiy nelwork condition from l990 to 2000' Since we only have

ii,i". 
"*p..ri*ay 

network d;ta (Cii), 1990, 1995 and 2000, the internal mediate year's data are

approxiinated by lineal interpolation. For example. C,fe2 is calculated as following.

Furthermore, we check the influence of upper terminal hy the case with Kitakyusyu_(1i : lSlt)

i"ii"ir"],itJ6th majorporr in 1998, locliing onthe western side of study area. Kitakyusyu

ir;; ; g";g;phic advantige in tracling wirh Aiia, therefore, this case is correspo-nding to Asia-

"ii.rtEA 
fi.iihr service (u-pper termiial : Kitakyusyu, expressway network : 2000).

3.2 Simulations

Bv aoplving Erlenkotter's procedure to solve the problem in the cases ahove, obtained solutions

;i;;Id;6io,o uppioii*ution to theoptimat(9: 6l?p:0-.0Lt9 1.0%.in Table I ). The freight

."nti,r lo&tion ior , : 0.5,0.2, anA 0.S are showri in Fig.2 , Fig.3 and Fig.4, respectively ln

ifr.." niri"i, soLid lines ut" 
"*ptes.*ays 

opened up to 2000' small circles are freight centers

i-toi tui" eaih territoiies paintiO diffeiently. In these figures, we car see the intcgration.of

i;;rit-; unJ d""."ut" in' number of centirs, with increase in r. If r is close to 0, which

.oi."rponar large lot size between upper freight terminal to freight center, the freight.frequency

il$il;l;;rdion is relatively low.'In thaicase, many freighi centers are.located in order to

irt[t'i to*"r interaction cost bltween a freight center and customers. On the contrary' tlt ga:e

"i 
nigt ,, a small lot size in upper interacti5n, higher frequency tends to locate fewer freight

;;;6r because they can not ex^pect much conceniration function, for a freight ce-nter. Hence

ite *"rlt of freight centerlocating is small. As aresult, numberof freight centerdecreases, as

r increases.

Fig.5 shows the case with C,, based on 1990's expres-sway. network. The differences in express-

wa'v netwgrk between 1990'and 2000 are seen in Chugoku area which had only one corridor

ii"i,r 
""it 

io *.rt, in Shikoku area which had only one bridge to Chugoku area (south to north)

ona iu.["6 most of inler-island network, and in'Kyusyu area which had some missing links.

iliG.i:-il; fr"igtt centers locatq! in- Chugoku area'alongsid-e^of the expressway. corridor.

iorp'ui.a with 4 Ienters in 2000 (Fig.2). The territories are different.. Fig,6 and Fig,7 shgy

in. Jor..ing time of each rnunicipal*ireas the nearest freight centers.in 1990 (Fig.-5) and. in
jOOOlnig-Zj. respectively. Clearly. expressway improvement.causes the decrease in covering

tini. in Clrrgoku and Shi'koku area. To'providiirg of the second corridor to Shikoktr arca u'ould

contributc a lot for such decrease.

The freighr center location under linear cost function is shown in Fig.8. The chang,e in cost

iunction'ilters relative weight of transportation cost to location cost, then numbcr of centcrs.

c::o' = (1 - 0.4) x C;Po + o.a x c,tfe5 (ll)
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Table 2. Longitudinal Chan-ee

upper expressway

terrlinal network cost function f.c, ratio objective objectire centers

prinral dual uo. of

colcring timc

'2 ta I to olcr
2t8ti

Napya 1990
Nasor*a (1991)

Nasoya (l 992)

Napva (1993)

Nar,o!,a ( 199J )

Napya 1995

)(asoya ( I 996)
)'lag0ya ( I997)
Napya (1998)

Napya (1999)

_Nglva _ 2000_
Nasoya 1 990

Napl,a (1991)

Nagoya (l 992)
Namya (1993)

Nasoya (199{)

Napya 1995
Nagoya (l 996)
Napya (1997)

Narpya (1998)

Napya (1999)

Napya 2000

0,s 5725.8 569 J.8 t2
0.5 568t | 5651.r I I
0.a 5635.5 5609.5 I I

0.5 5618.i 5o6ii.S l')
0.5 5522.9 5520.1 1l
0 s 5-160.9 5460.3 r I
0.5 5r5r.8 5l5l.r I I
05 539J5 5393.9 II

' 0.5 5391.2 5385.8 l1
0 5 5387.7 537 r.8 12

_ 0.5 _5 r l0 3_ 1156.8 _i l.
0.5 )278.5 t272.9 t 9

0.5 t'2t8.7 l2ll.i 20

0.5 121 1.8 r 213.6 r 8

0.5 -l 18 t 7 -l 180.-l t7
05 1115.9 nl1.8 16

0.5 1107.6 rt06.6 15

0.5 .1097,6 1095 0 16

0.5 1086.8 J086.2 l s
0.5 1069.1 1068.7 1.1

0.5 J018.3 -tOJ7.9 1J

0.5 1027 .5 102i .r I l

i l.16 80 l0 2 (Fis.S)

l.16 83 38 I

l.l7 89 3l l

153 83 3l l
153 90 2t l

l5,l 88 25 I

r5l 88 25 r

i56 86 25 1

157 88 2'.2 I

161 80 Zit l

_ YS JL_22 o (Ft*2t

167 87 ll 0

172 79 t7 0

167 ri3 l8 0

166 81 18 0

160 87 2t 0

t57 87 2) 0

159 85 21 0

158 8't 23 0

tsl 89 25 0

r5r 89 25 0

155 88 25 0 (Fie.8)

stepwise

stepwise

step wise

step rvise

stepwiso

stepwise

stepwisc

step wi se

stcp wise

stepwisc

;tegwis3
li ne ar

linear
linear

linear

I inear

I inear

I i near

Ii near

line a r
I inear

I inear

For ease to compare with case l, we readjust the weight in order to give the equal number
of centers with case I (=14). Concerning to the geographical location of centers, we can not
observe drastic difference between stepwise and linear cost function. However, on Table l, the
distributions of covering time from freight :"nters to customers are different, then the freight
centers in linear cost function case are located in more remote spots from the customers than in
stepwise function, in spite that number of centers are same. Concerning to location robustness
of freight centers in response to expressway improvement, we can see the difference between
stepwise cost function and linear cost function, along time series on Table 2. As close to 2000,
the number of freight centers of linear cost function decreases. On the other hand, the number
of freight centers of stepwise cost'function constantly keeps I I to l2 around 1990 to 1995, then
it rapidly increases to 14, up to 2000.

Fig.9 shows the case with upper terminal in Kitakyusyu. Comparing to Fig.2 and Fig.9, freight
centers in both figures tend to locate to the vicinities of focal junctions or alongside of express-
way. Freight centers usually locate in the center of its territory, but some centers are drawn to
the upper freight terminal location. In spite of globally similar freight centers locations, there
are some locai differences, comparing to the base case. In Chugoku area, number of freight
centers is 4 in Kitakyusyu case, I more center than base case because if the rearrangement of
territory. In Shikoku area, the location of center moves to north eastern entrance in order to
cover the eastem part of the island. In Kyusyu area, one center of the five is abolished and
reassigned the former territory to the surrounding survival centers.
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3.3 Discussion

Through the calculations, location of many freight centers and territories were quite robust

for thidifferent cases, even if the upper freight terminal location was changed (Fig.9). Those

stable centers located in western oi eastern edge of study area, where the improvement of
expressway had almost finished in 1990. Another explanation for this global stability can

reiult in geographical features. The population does not evenly. scatter, but concentrates on

a few cities beciuse of only a few planes in these area, major cities locate along coastal lines
shown in Fig. l. Therefore, the tensions to pull the frcight center are also spatially biased. Since

the model including transpo(ation cost to the upper freight terminal, fieight center locate on

the spot where the tensions between customer and upper terminal are balancing. The ratio
between upper (to freight terminal) and lower (to customers) transpoilation cost (r") were unity,
upper lot iih and lowlr lot size are equal, then there were no scale merit to make a delivery
cinter in each regions. Therefore r is always less than l, the freight center is always pulled to
customers sfongar than to the upper terminal. The spots which have geographicaliy. advantage

in covering surrounding areas are stable and robust for the change of conditions. if the network
improvement keeps insignificant

The effect of stepwise cost function was clarified by comparing with linear c-ost function cases.

The spatial arrangement of freight centers did not show.the significant.d-ifference due to the

cost function shape. but the spatial distribution of covering time was different. Longitudin-al
comparing showed the robustness of freight center locations under stepwise cost function. If a

freight center covers demand (customer) points exceeding a threshold in stepwise cost function,
such points bring larger loss for total cost than in linear cost function. In other words,.stepwise
cost lirnction brings stronger tension to customer side for freight center, and the case ofstepwise
cost function tends to locate the spots convenient for covering customers within a short time
as shown in Table I . Which setting can describe the practical situation ? If the freight center
covers a lot of demand points within the thresholds as 2,4, and 8 hours, the transport firmcan
easily utilize the freight driver more than twice a day. Therefore, the accessibility to customers
is more important than the accessibility to upper freight terminal or expressway network, and-

if the expr6ssway contributes to cut the transportation time enough 19 
jy*p the threshold. of

delivery iycle, the merit of expressway can receive in wider area, which correspond to other
research (i.e. Forkenbrock, D.J. et a1.1996, ol Kieschnick, l98l).

In the middle arca in the case study area (Chugoku and Shikoku area), relocation of freight
center often happened than in the edged areas. Owing to the significant improvement of ex-
pressway netw,Sik in these area between 1990 and 2000, accessibility.to-other cities was im-
ilroved, ihen relocation occurred. Besides above, the possible reason is following. Since the

ipatial distribution of population is not intense in these areas, the tensions to plll the freight
cln6r are not strongly biased, then the locations of freight center easily move. Comparing the

number of centers among these cases, more centers locate in 2000. This result shows the pos-

sibility that the network improvement does not always cause the integration of freight centers.

The l6ss number of freight-centers in 1990 might be interpreted that additional freight center
buildingcannotdecreasethetotalcostifthenetworkimprovementisnotsignificant. Butonce
the imp-rovement of transportation time exceeds the threshold, the incentive to add the freight
centerby utilizing freight trucks more than twice a day, is born.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we proposed a two level facility location model in order to count the location eff'ect

of upper freight terminal on regional freight centers. In the model, we set the-s.te.pwise trans-
portliion cost function reflecting the freight truck delivery cycl-e_s per day, which practically
deternrine the cost of transport hrms. The problem could be efficiently solved by Ellenkot-
ter's procedure, sets of solutions were quite good approximation to the. optim-al. Through. the

simufations, we could confirm the geographical advantage of the vicinities of focal junctions

of expressway network, and such advantage was usually stable for_the network-improvement.
The lbcation ieature of our model conditioned to the stepwise cost function well explained the
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robustness of the actua! freight center location. From longitudinal comparison, it was clarified
that improvement of expressway network do not always cause the integration of freight centers.

Remaining issues are following. At first, in our model, location cost of regional center includes
only fixed cost, but it is practically affected by the nurnber of customers in its teritory. To-
gether with using more practical location cost data and explicitly including inventory cosr. the
model should be expanded to variable location cost problem. Secondary, we should compare
the freight cenler location of our model with real case in order to enhance the validity of using
stepwise cost function. Finally, we gave only one location of upper freight center exogenously-,
but the nurnber and the location should be endogenized to multiple upper freight terminal prob-
lem. Furthermore, in the real world, consumer goods become more diversilied and specialized.
Such trend makes lot size smaller and delivery more frequent in freight transport, then alter the
required function of regional freight centers. lt's also important to analyze the relation between
above trend and regional freight center location.
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